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2nd Leeds Birdfair - Saturday 24th June 
 

Organising outdoor events in this country is always a worry and the 2nd Leeds Birdfair was no exception. 
The weekend before the event saw temperatures reach nearly 30°c with just light winds and it was fairly 
inevitable things would go downhill the following week. As it happened we were reasonably lucky to have 
a dry day, though the wind did test some of the lighter gazebos at times. A wide range of organisations 
and businesses were represented and the attendance was certainly rather higher than last year. There 
were activities for all the family with a small mammal survey, moth trap opening, a bug hunt, barn owl 
pellet dissection, nest box building, rope making, dragonfly identification at the ponds, a bird walk and a 
visit to the Fish Pass. All were very well supported. 
 
It was a great day for wildlife enthusiasts and an opportunity to meet old friends and talk to like-minded 
people. A big thank you must go to our own volunteers for all their hard work both on the Friday and    
Saturday and for making sure everything ran so smoothly. A big thank you too to Linda Jenkinson of 
Start Birding without whose drive and determination the Leeds Birdfair would never have happened. Let’s 
look forward now to the 3rd Leeds Birdfair next year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             And don’t forget our other big event of the year -                       
The Summer Fair                                                                   

which this year takes place on Saturday 19th August 
  

 



 

 

 

 
The Manager’s Garden Hide 

 
Getting a seat in the Manager’s Garden Hide can be a bit of a problem these days. This has always 
been a popular hide with photographers but since the Little Owls took up residence it has become even 
more popular. Introduced to the UK in the 
19th century, unlike some of our other owls 
the Little Owl can often be seen during 
daylight hours. Breeding Bird Survey data 
suggests that numbers are declining,   
probably due to habitat loss. Work is now 
underway on an extension to the hide 
which will provide considerably more   
seating in the future and opportunities for 
more visitors to see this beautiful owl and 
the many other birds that visit the garden 
throughout the year. 
 
 

 
The Reedbed 

 
In December last year contractors were employed to dig out a section of the reed using heavy          
machinery. This was necessary as the reed was spreading across the two waterbodies and they were 
rapidly disappearing. The result looked pretty drastic and a number of visitors commented on the     
extent of bare mud following the work. 
Would it ever grow again? It certainly all looked pretty bare but the two enlarged waterbodies proved to 
be much more attractive to water birds in the first few months of this year, even hosting a female     
Bufflehead Duck*, a rare vagrant from North America, from 11th to 14th May. Towards the end of May 
the new reed started to appear through the bare soil. By the end of June it was growing strongly and 
looking at its best again. The amount of nesting habitat is clearly reduced at the moment but there has 
been no noticeable reduction in the number of reedbed birds such as Reed Warbler and Reed Bunting 
on the wetlands as a whole as there are areas of reed on all four wetland areas. Both species, in fact, 
seem to be present in particularly good numbers this year. 
*This bird was ringed and we will probably never know for certain whether it was a genuine wild bird or 
an escapee from a collection. 

Reedbed December 2016 

Reedbed June 2017 



A View from the Lagoon Hide 
 

The new Lagoon Hide opened just over a year ago and with its elevated position it has provided       
excellent views of the many birds nesting there this summer. In April we eagerly awaited the return of 
the Common Terns to the three nesting rafts - Eigg, Muck and Rum. (Not sure who decided to call them 
after Scottish   Islands). Only one pair stayed to nest but their progress could easily be monitored from 
the Lagoon Hide. Aerial predators were quickly seen off and Red Kites in particular were given a hard 
time, being divebombed as far away as the Poplar Field. Three eggs duly hatched and the young 
thrived on the supply of fish brought in by the adults. Unfortunately, as they flexed their wings one 
jumped overboard. This happens most years but on this occasion the chick got back onto the wrong raft 
which was occupied by a pair of Black-headed Gulls with one chick - the first time this species had bred 
on the Reserve. It was viciously attacked by the gulls and sadly killed - a drama which was watched 
from the Lagoon Hide. By the second week in July, the remaining two young terns were flying and 
spending much less time on the Lagoon. 
 
The Great Crested Grebes produced four young this year and while one soon disappeared the         
remaining three thrived and were still around on 10th July. A pair of Little Grebes nesting in open water 
at the bottom of the Lagoon did less well, their nest disappearing on 2nd July. Gadwall appear to be 
having another excellent year with several families on the Lagoon in June and early July and ducklings 
everywhere. Tufted Duck young tend to appear a bit later in July but with successful breeding occurring 
only once since 2009 we are not holding our breath. 
 
Perhaps the major success story on the Lagoon has been the Sand Martin nesting bank. Last year we 
had 186 nesting holes by the end of June. The number was down somewhat this year with 145 holes 
counted but still very encouraging with many young on the wing in the latter part of June. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                Rodley Robins 
 
In September 2016 Rodley Robins were chosen as one of the Co-op Community Fund’s local causes, 
thanks to Angela, a regular reserve visitor and Co-op employee. The funding would be used to help 
ensure that high quality, robust and inclusive learning materials and equipment could be sourced by 
volunteer leaders that would benefit several generations of ‘Robins’, whatever their needs. The new 
resources would mean the ‘Robins’ could take part in Reserve open events, helping to promote our 
overall ethos. The intensive experience would help the children build strong foundations for developing 
transferable skills in habitat and environmental management and grow a body of local families with a 
feeling of ownership for the reserve and a commitment to sustain its future. 
 
On April 19th 2017, we were able to announce an award of £3176 from the Co-op Community Fund 
initiative. The award was used to help finance an outside classroom for our Rodley Robins. A really big 
thank you goes to the Co-op Community Fund and to all those shoppers at our 3 local branches who 
chose Rodley Nature Reserve Trust as their good cause. Yet a further example of the terrific support 
we receive from our local community. 
 
On Saturday 3rd June, we held an Open Morning to celebrate the official opening of our Gazebo and 
also our first birthday. We invited all our friends and people who had helped us experience wildlife. The 

ribbon was cut by David, our local Co-op   
Duty Manager, and Trish, a Co-op employee. 
We all had a good time, eating buns we 
made ourselves whilst showing our visitors 
what we had achieved over the past 12 
months. 
 

Denese Swann, Robins Leader 



For Rodley Nature Reserve Trust Matters: 
Trust Secretary: 
Peter Murphy Tel: 0113 2930188 
Email: pandbmurphy@ntlworld.com 
 
Visitor Centre Volunteers Coordinator: 
Claire Ducker Tel: 0113 2909365 
Email: Claire.ducker@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Friends Membership: 
Howard Smith  Email: FriendsOfRNR@sky.com 
2 Barkers Well Fold, Leeds LS12 5TR 
 

Education Bookings: 
Sue Henderson Tel: 0113 2298919 
 
Newsletter: 
Peter Murphy 
 
Chair of Friends of RNR 
Barbara Murphy Tel: 0113 2930188 
Email: pandbmurphy@ntlworld.com 

RODLEY NATURE RESERVE @ RodleyNR 

Website: www.rodleynaturereserve.org 

Reserve Opening Times    
   Wednesday, Saturday & Sunday 9am  -  5pm (4pm Nov– end Feb) 

Visitor Centre Opening Times  -  10am  -  4pm 
Telephone No on open days  -  0113 2040441 

July 22nd 9pm Bat Night 
FULLY BOOKED 

Walk round the reserve to look for 
bats and listen to them on our bat 
detectors 

Meet at visitor centre 
– booking essential 

July 29th 8.45pm Bat Night As above As above 

August 2nd 10am Moth Trap Opening Join us to see some of the many 
interesting moths around in August 

Meet at visitor centre 

August 9th 10am Moth Trap Opening Another opportunity to join Dave 
Nesham opening moth traps 

Meet at the visitor 
centre 

August 16th 10am Moth Trap Opening As above As above 

August 19th 11am Summer Fair Our annual summer fair with many 
stalls, BBQ, tombola, bouncy castle 
and mini steam engine rides 

Near the visitor centre 

August 23rd 10am Moth Trap Opening Moth Trap opening Meet at the visitor 
centre 

August 30th 10am Moth Trap Opening As above As above 

October 28th 11am 
and 2pm 

Pie & Peas and 

Fungus Foray 

Our final event of 2017 
Pie & Peas from 11am until sold 
out followed by a Fungus Foray 
starting from the visitor centre at 
2pm 

Visitor centre for Pie 
and Peas – booking 
essential to avoid   
disappointment 

RODLEY NATURE RESERVE EVENTS 2017 

Toilet Improvements 
 
Major improvements to our toilet facilities are due to start in October this year. These are now seen 
as essential to ensure that our ever increasing visitor numbers are properly provided for. Portaloos 
will be available for the three months or so the work is expected to take. We will be launching a          
fundraising campaign shortly to help with the cost of the project but if any of our readers are aware of 
potential sources of funding for this type of work please do let us know. 


